Dynisher®
Air-Powered Abrasive Finishing Tool

Achieves Superior In-Line Finishes on Metal

Model 13400 3,400 RPM, .7 hp
• Excellent for blending and finishing stainless steel and other metals, leaving an in-line scratch pattern.
• Operator uses back-and-forth motion; guard can be adjusted for work right up to side walls.
• Arbor (3/4” dia.) included for mounting a variety of abrasives and accessories.
• Variable speed control and safety-lock lever throttle.
• Ideal for use with optional 92938 Dynacushion® pneumatic wheel (5” dia. x 3-1/2” wide).

13410 Versatility Kit
• Includes 13400 Dynisher® with 92938 Dynacushion® pneumatic wheel (5” dia. x 3-1/2” wide), two abrasive belts and 94465 Inflation Tool.

Model 13401 3,400 RPM, .7 hp, Metric
• For use with optional 94495 Dynacushion® pneumatic wheel (90 mm x 100 mm wide).

13411 Versatility Kit Metric
• Includes 13401 Dynisher® with 94495 Dynacushion® pneumatic wheel (90 mm x 100 mm wide), two abrasive belts and 94465 Inflation Tool.

Model 13450 2,800 RPM, 1 hp
• Ideal set-up for optional 92938 Dynacushion® pneumatic wheel.
• Great for refinishing stainless steel sinks, stainless steel kitchen countertops, etc.
• Slower speed achieves deeper and longer grain pattern in work surface.

13460 Versatility Kit
• Includes Model 13450 Dynisher®; 92938 Dynacushion® pneumatic wheel; 94465 Wheel Inflation Tool; 80-grit belt; medium-grade belt; 95541 Grease Gun; 95542 Grease and 95848 Gear Oil.

When using pneumatic wheels, inflate wheel only enough to hold the abrasive belt without slippage. Over-inflating the wheel can lead to “chatter marks” on the surface.